Incorporating information about the target distribution in proposal mechanisms generally increases the efficiency of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, comparatively to those based on naive random walks. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo is a successful example of fixed-dimensional algorithms incorporating gradient information. In trans-dimensional algorithms, Green (2003) recommended to generate the parameter proposals during model switches from normal distributions with informative means and covariance matrices. These proposal distributions can be viewed as approximating the limiting parameter distributions, where the limit is with regard to the sample size. Models are typically proposed naively. In this paper, we build on the approach of Zanella (2019) for discrete spaces to incorporate information about neighbouring models. More specifically, we rely on approximations to posterior model probabilities that are asymptotically exact, as the sample size increases. We prove that, as expected, the samplers combining this approach with that of Green (2003) behave like those able to generate from both the model distribution and parameter distributions in the large sample regime. We also prove that the proposed strategy is optimal when the posterior model probabilities concentrate. We review generic methods improving parameter proposals when the sample size is not large enough. We show how we can leverage these methods to improve model proposals as well. The methodology is applied to a real-data example. Detailed guidelines to fully automate the methodology implementation are provided. The code is available online. 1
Introduction

Reversible jump algorithms
Reversible jump (RJ, Green (1995) ) algorithms are Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods that one uses to sample from a target distribution π( · | D n ) defined on a union of sets k∈K {k}×R d k , K being some countable set and d k positive integers. This distribution corresponds in Bayesian statistics to a joint posterior of a model indicator K ∈ K and the parameters of Model K, X K ∈ R d K , D n representing 1 See the ArXiv page of this paper. arXiv:1911.02089v1 [stat.CO] 5 Nov 2019 Philippe Gagnon a data sample of size n. Such a posterior distribution allows to jointly infer about (K, X K ), or in other words, simultaneously achieve model selection and parameter estimation. In the following, we assume for simplicity that the parameters of all models are continuous random variables. Again for simplicity, we will abuse notation by also using π( · | D n ) to denote the joint posterior density with respect to a product of the counting and Lebesgue measures.
At each iteration of a RJ algorithm, a proposal is first made for the model to explore next, which can be represented by a proposal of the form k → k (k may be equal to k), where k is generated from a probability mass function (PMF) g(k, · ), (k, x k ) being the current state of the Markov chain. A proposal is next made the parameters of Model k . This is usually achieved through two steps:
1. generate u k →k ∼ q k →k (this vector can be viewed as auxiliary variables that are used, for instance, to propose values for the parameters of Model k ), where q k →k is a probability density function (PDF), 2. apply the function D k →k to (x k , u k →k ), D k →k (x k , u k →k ) =: (y k , u k →k ), where the vector y k represents the proposal for the parameters of Model k (equal to u k →k in our example in Step 1) , and D k →k is a diffeomorphism.
Finally, the whole proposal is accepted, i.e. the next state of the chain is (k , y k ), with the following probability (assuming that the current state has positive density under the target):
where |J D k →k (x k , u k →k )| is the Jacobian of the function D k →k . If the proposal is rejected, the chain remains at the same state (k, x k ) for another time interval. Looping over the steps described above produces Markov chains that are reversible with respect to the target distribution. If in addition the chains are irreducible and aperiodic, they are then ergodic (see Tierney (1994) ), which guarantees that the Law of Large Numbers holds.
Problem and perspective of analysis
Implementing RJ is well know for being a difficult task considering the large number of functions that need to be specified and the often lack of intuition about how one should achieve their specifications. Significant amount of work has been carried out to address the specification of the functions D k →k and q k →k when no prior information about the targets can be exploited or a more automatic perspective is adopted (see, e.g., Green (2003) and Brooks et al. (2003) ). The approaches of these authors are arguably the most popular. Their objective is the following: given x k ∼ π( · | k, D n ), we want to identify q k →k , q k →k and D k →k such that applying the transformation D k →k to (x k , u k →k ) ∼ π( · | k, D n ) ⊗ q k →k leads to (y k , u k →k ) ∼ π( · | k , D n ) ⊗ q k →k (at least approximatively). We essentially look for a way to generate from the conditional distributions π( · | k , D n ), in this constrained framework. This in turn aims at increasing the acceptance probability α RJ defined in (1) towards
which corresponds to the acceptance probability in a marginal sampler targeting the PMF π(k | D n ). The approach of Green (2003) , for instance, proceeds as if the conditional distributions π( · | k, D n ) were normal. The specification of g has been overlooked; this PMF is indeed typically set to a uniform as in Figure 1 (b). The first objective of this paper is to incorporate information about neighbouring models in its design so that fully informed RJ are available. We thus focus on transitions involving model switches, i.e. proposals k → k with k k. For proposals with k = k, also called parameter updates, we consider in our analysis that all algorithms proceed in the same manner. In our numerical examples, we employ Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC, see, e.g., Neal (2011) ), which is a well known efficient informed. Its implementation is now fully automated in, for instance, the R package RStan (Stan Development Team (2019) ).
The first obstacle to achieving our first objective is that we typically do not have direct access to model information, because it involves integrals over the parameter space. Drawing inspiration from the approach Green (2003) that can be viewed as approximating the limit of π( · | k, D n ) (under regularity conditions), we propose to use approximations to π(k | D n ) whose accuracy increases with n. To study the efficiency of the proposed approach, we study the limiting behaviour of RJ relying on it and the approach of Green (2003) . We in particular analyse the case where the posterior model probabilities as well as the posterior parameter densities concentrate as n increases. In this situation, the parameter space continues to be explored, but at different scales given that the parameters are continuous parameters. In contrast, fewer models are visited during an algorithm run as more of them have negligible mass. We mathematically represent this limiting situation which represents an approximation to what one encounters in practice, and prove that the proposed approach is optimal in the limit.
Given that the sample may not be sufficiently large for the approximations to be accurate, two existing generic methods improving the parameter proposal mechanisms are presented. It is realised Philippe Gagnon that they are useful for improving the model proposal mechanisms as well. In particular, we show that as the precision parameters of these methods increase without bounds the sampler converges towards an ideal one that is able to generate from π( · | k, D n ) and that has access to π(k | D n ), for fixed n.
The second objective of this paper is to make clear how each function required for implementation should be specified, allowing a fully automated implementation procedure. This procedure can be executed if the log conditional densities log π( · | k, D n ) have well defined mode and second derivatives. It can be executed even if the model space is large or infinite, as long as the model probabilities concentrate on a reasonable number of models, which is expected in practice.
Organisation of the paper
In Section 2, we discuss the specification of the function g; more specifically in the case where the model space is relatively small in Section 2.1, and in the complementary case in Section 2.2. We present in Section 3 the methods bridging the gap when the large sample regime is not attained. In particular, we review two generic methods allowing to generate parameter proposals from distributions arbitrarily close to π( · | k, D n ) in Section 3.1, and in Section 3.2 we propose a novel approach building on these methods for achieving the same objective, but for model proposals. In Section 4, the implementation procedure is detailed. The methodology is evaluated on a robust variable selection application to real data in Section 5. The paper finishes in Section 6 with retrospective comments and possible directions for future research.
Design of the function g
The design of the function g starts with the definition of neighbourhoods around all models which specify the support of g(k, · ) for all k. It is typically possible to achieve this in a natural way in model selection. For instance in mixture modelling, k represents the number of components and the neighbourhood around k, denoted by N(k), may be defined as the models that have plus or minus 0, 1, 2, . . . , c components, where c is positive integer. More precisely, N(k) := {k : |k − k| ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , c}}. It is also possible to define natural neighbourhoods when there is no such "ordering" between the models. For instance in variable selection, we use k as a label. Model k 0 may represent the model with covariates 1, 2, 3 and 6 (the covariates are also labelled, as in Figure 1 ), and neighbouring models can be defined as the models obtained by adding or removing one variable to the current model.
In practice, g is commonly set to the uniform distribution over N(k): g(k, k ) := 1/|N(k)| for k ∈ N(k), where |N(k)| represents the cardinality of N(k). Our goal is to extract information from the neighbourhood and include it in the PMF g(k, · ) to skew the latter towards high probability models. We focus in this paper on the case where there exists no natural ordering between the models, as Gagnon and Doucet (2019) recently proposed non-reversible trans-dimensional samplers reaching high efficiency in the situation where a natural ordering exists.
In the related regular discrete sampling context, i.e. Metropolis-Hastings (MH, Metropolis et al. (1953) and Hastings (1970) ) algorithms used to target PMF, Zanella (2019) recently proposed a solution. The author analysed high-dimensional regimes and recommended to construct what he called locally balanced PMF of the form
where x and y belong to a discrete domain, h is a continuous function respecting the condition h(x) = x h(1/x) for all positive x (the square root satisfies this condition for instance), and 1( · ) is the indicator function. Incorporating information about the neighbourhood, these proposals lead to faster mixing. A Peskun ordering (see Peskun (1973) and Tierney (1998) ) is proved in some specific high-dimensional situations, allowing to establish optimality of the strategy. In these high-dimensional regimes, the sizes of the neighbourhoods are seen to be extremely small comparatively to that of the domain. The author also explained that the natural choice g(x, y) ∝ π(y | D) 1(y ∈ N(x)) (called globally balanced in that paper) makes sense when the sizes of the neighbourhoods are comparable to that of the domain. In this paper, we extend the strategy of Zanella (2019) to the RJ framework in a natural fashion. The peculiarity of this framework is that we typically do not have access to the marginal posterior probabilities π(k | D n ). This is why we have to use approximations. The Laplace approximation to π(k | D n ) is a natural choice. It is indeed consistent (see, e.g., Davison (1986) ) when the conditional density π( · | k, D n ) has a well defined mode. It requires finding this mode and computing the second derivatives of the log of this density. We use this approximation in the numerical examples. We now consider two cases for the specific design of the function g.
Case 1: the neighbourhoods are equal to the model domain
In some situations, the size of K is small and it is feasible to switch from any model to any other one, meaning that we may want to set N(k) := K for all k. Using the globally balanced proposal in this case -i.e. g(k, k ) := π(k | D n ), where π(k | D n ) is an approximation to π(k | D n ) -makes intuitively a lot of sense as it corresponds to independent sampling for K in the limit, as the approximations to the posterior parameter distributions and posterior model distribution get better and better. This represents our recommandation. Following the analysis of Zanella (2019) in a discrete sampling context, this recommendation is expected to be also valid when the neighbourhoods are not exactly equal to the model domain, but of comparable sizes to it.
In the rest of the section, we prove that indeed as n −→ ∞ the sampler behaves like an ideal one that generates from the conditional densities π( · | k, D n ) and posterior model PMF, corresponding to regular Monte Carlo sampling. We also evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach by comparing the limiting sampler to others using different g.
We first consider the following assumption on the posterior model probabilities and their approximations. Assumption 1. Each pair of random variables ( π(k | D n ), π(k | D n )) (where the randomness comes from D n ) is such that | π(k | D n ) − π(k | D n )| and |π(k | D n ) −π(k)| converge in probability towards 0 as n −→ ∞,π(k) thus being the liming value of π(k | D n ).
The independent sampling mentioned above will in fact only happen if the normal approximations to the parameter posteriors make sense. We consider in the following analysis that it is the case, at least in the limit. In other words, we consider that we have a Bernstein-von Mises convergence for the conditional distributions π( · | k, D n ) (see, e.g., Van der Vaart (2000) ).
Assumption 2. For all k, there exist a mean vector µ k and a covariance matrix Σ k such that TV(π( · | k, D n ), N( µ k , Σ k /n)) converges in probability towards 0 as n −→ ∞, where TV denotes the total variation and µ k is an estimator of µ k .
Use {(K, X K ) ideal (m) : m ∈ N} to denote the Markov chain associated to the ideal RJ that targets a distribution that is such that the marginal probabilities on K are given byπ(k) and the conditional distribution of the parameters given K is normal with mean and variance given by µ K and Σ K /n, respectively. This ideal RJ has access toπ(k) and therefore sets its model proposal distribution, denoted by g ideal , to g ideal (k, k ) :=π(k ) for all k. Its functions used for parameter proposals, denoted by D ideal k →k and q ideal k →k , can be set such that the acceptance probability is exactly equal to 1 for any model switches. The obvious way is to set q ideal k →k := N( µ k , Σ k /n) and D ideal k →k such that y k := u k →k . Another way generates less random variables and uses linear transformations. If for instance d k > d k , one can generate u k →k ∼ N(0, I d k −d k ), and set y k :
, V k and Λ k being the matrices containing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σ k /n, respectively. We consider that the ideal RJ sets D ideal k →k and q ideal k →k in either of these manners. Use {(K, Z K ) ideal (m) : m ∈ N} to denote the standardised version of {(K,
We denote the stationary distribution of this Markov chain byπ which is such thatπ( · | k) := N(0, Σ k ). Now use {(K, X K ) n (m) : m ∈ N} to denote the Markov chain associated to the RJ that targets π( · | D n ), with conditional distributions that are typically non-Gaussian (for fixed n). This RJ is not able to generate from the posterior model probabilities and the conditional distributions of the parameters and thus uses the approximations instead, namely g(k, k ) := π(k | D n ) and q k →k := N µ k , Σ k /n (when analysing for instance the convergence towards the sampler using q ideal k →k := N( µ k , Σ k /n)), where Σ k is an estimator of Σ k . But, the regular RJ uses the same functions D k →k as its ideal counterpart.
Before presenting our first weak convergence result, we require the estimators µ k and Σ k to be consistent. This desired property is generally satisfied when µ k is the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate and Σ k is the inverse of the second derivative matrix of log π( · | k , D n ) evaluated at µ k , which are used in our numerical examples. Note that when the prior is non-informative and proportional to 1, µ k and Σ k correspond to the maximum likelihood estimate and the inverse of the observed information matrix, respectively.
Assumption 3. For all k, the random variables µ k and Σ k (where the randomness comes from D n ) converge in probability towards µ k and Σ k , respectively.
We now present our first weak convergence result.
Theorem 1 (Weak convergence 1). Under Assumptions 1 to 3 and assuming that (K, X K ) n (0) ∼ π( · | D n ) and (K, Z K ) ideal (0) ∼π, we have that
where "=⇒" is used to denote weak convergence.
Proof. See Section 7.
This result tells us that the implementable RJ (the one using the approximations) asymptotically behaves like the ideal RJ that has access to the posterior model probabilities and for which the posterior parameter distributions are normals. In particular, the acceptance probabilities in the implementable algorithm are exactly (and asymptotically) equal to one.
To (approximately) evaluate the efficiency of our recommendation for g, we thus rely on the comparison between the ideal RJ presented above with another RJ targetingπ as well, but using another model proposal distributiong. The latter RJ also sets the functions for the parameter proposals like the ideal RJ, which implies that the acceptance probabilities are as in the marginal sampler for K given in (2) withg instead of g (andπ(k) instead of π(k | D n )).
The ideal RJ samples K as in regular Monte Carlo, which is commonly considered as the ideal sampling framework. Nevertheless, it is natural to ask whether it is possible to establish a Peskun ordering? We answer this question by focusing on the marginal behaviour of K through the iterations, which is our main concern regarding the design of g. It is interesting to realise that the stochastic process associated with K for the ideal RJ is a reversible Markov chain with a transition kernel given by
The stochastic process associated with K for the other RJ usingg is also a reversible Markov chain. The difference is that the transition kernel is given bỹ
.
To answer the question above, we have to show that P ideal (k, k ) ≥P(k, k ) for all k, k such that k k. This is however not true in general even if the ideal RJ proceeds as regular Monte Carlo. For instance, consider the case where there are more than 2 models andg(k, k ) = cπ(k ) andg(k , k) = cπ(k) for one specific pair (k, k ), c ≥ 1 being a constant. In this case,P(k, k ) = cπ(k ) ≥π(k ) = P ideal (k, k ). Note thatP does not dominate P ideal either.
Ifg(k, · ) is a uniform on K, it is possible to show that the condition becomes:
for all k, k such that k k. This condition is satisfied when for instance |K| = 2 andπ(1) π(2).
In the situation where the marginal posterior of K concentrates, in the sense thatπ(k * ) = 1 for some value k * (see for instance Johnson and Rossell (2012) in linear regression), the mixing of the stochastic process associated with K becomes less of an issue. Nevertheless, our recommendation for the PMF g seems intuitively appropriate, because this PMF (asymptotically) only proposes to update the parameters of Model k * if the chain is currently at k * . In the current setting where N(k) := K for all k, this model is reached in (asymptotically) one step.
In contrast, wheng(k, · ) is a uniform on K and the current model is Model k * , the sampler may spend a lot of time trying to switch to the other models, with an acceptance probability of (asymptotically) 0 = 1 ∧π(k )/π(k * ) when k k * . Note that the acceptance probability for k k * is 0 for any choice of proposal PMFg. The acceptance probabilities associated with moves from Model k * to Model k (with k k * ) do not actually exist for the ideal RJ, because no other value than k * is proposed. In fact, the ideal sampler with g ideal dominates any other sampler withg but the same functions q ideal k →k and D ideal k →k and same parameter update scheme, as assumed above. To prove this, we analyse this time the transition kernel of the whole Markov chain evaluated at any set {k * } × A k * to which the present state
where the latter probability corresponds to the probability of accepting a parameter update. Withg, it isP
This allows to conclude that P complete ideal dominatesP complete in terms of asymptotic variance of ergodic averages.
Case 2: the neighbourhoods are smaller than the model domain
The situation of interest for RJ users typically corresponds to that where the size of K is large, which points towards setting neighbourhoods N(k) with smaller sizes. The high-dimensional regime analysed by Zanella (2019) is represented by a limiting case where this difference in size is seen to grow without bounds. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, this author suggests to use locally-balanced proposals in this situation. This follows from several observations that are summarised in this section. These observations are relevant to our context, and we thus recommend to set
where c k is the normalising constant of g(k, · ). Zanella (2019) 
The analysis of Zanella (2019) suggests that this latter choice is superior. In our numerical analyses, both choices lead to similar performances. Putting these analysis results together points towards a recommendation of setting h(x) := x/(1 + x).
In the rest of the section, we study as in Section 2.1 the limiting behaviour of the sampler. A difference is that, in this case, the limiting ideal sampler proposes models using
is the normalising constant of g ideal (k, · ). We prove that when the marginal posterior of K concentrates, the sampler is optimal whenever h is such that h(0) = 0 and h(1) > 0 (which is the case for h(x) := √ x and h(x) := x/(1 + x)). Use as in Section 2.1 {(K, X K ) ideal (m) : m ∈ N} to denote the Markov chain associated to the ideal RJ that targets a distribution that is such that the marginal probabilities on K are given byπ(k) and the conditional distribution of the parameters given K is normal with mean and variance given by µ K and Σ K /n, respectively. This ideal RJ sets g ideal (k, k ) := h(π(k )/π(k))/c ideal k for k ∈ N(k). The functions D ideal k →k and q ideal k →k are set as in Section 2.1. Due to the form of g ideal the acceptance probabilities are given by
which are, even if they do not depend on the parameters and their proposals, in general not equal to 1. The functions h such that h(x) = x h(1/x) all have in common that their use leads to acceptance probabilities of the following form:
m ∈ N} to denote the Markov chain associated to the RJ that targets π( · | D n ). This RJ sets g as in (4), and the functions q k →k and D k →k as in Section 2.
We now present our second weak convergence result in which we assume that K is finite. It is possible to extend the result of Theorem 2 to the case where K is countably infinite under more technical versions of Assumptions 1 to 3.
Theorem 2 (Weak convergence 2). Under Assumptions 1 to 3 and assuming that |K| < ∞, (K,
Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 1 after realising that |g(k, k )−g ideal (k, k )| converges in probability towards 0 as n −→ ∞, for all k, k (see Lemma 1 in Section 7).
As Theorem 1, our second weak convergence result tells us that the implementable RJ asymptotically behaves like the ideal RJ. To again evaluate the efficiency of g, we rely on the comparison of the ideal RJ with another RJ targetingπ as well, but using another proposal distributiong for the model switches.
We first consider that the marginal posterior of K concentrates. We observe that
for any h such that h(0) = 0 and h(1) > 0. Using the same arguments as in the end of Section 2.1 shows that the ideal RJ is optimal in that case. But beyond knowing how the chain performs after reaching the mode, it is interesting to understand how it gets there. Consider that n is finite, but sufficiently large. The probability π(k * | D n ) is thus close to 1, and π(k | D n ) is close to 0 for all k k * (and the estimates π(k | D n ) are close to π(k | D n )). Consider without loss of generality that all models have strictly positive posterior probabilities. Finally, consider that the initial state k(0) k * . All paths eventually lead to k * if the chain is irreducible. There is a subset of K, that we denote by K * ⊂ K, that is formed of all the models connected to k * . Once a chain reaches that set, it goes to k * next with high probability. We are thus interested more specifically by the situation where k(0) K * ∪ {k * } and the behaviour of the chain while it explores K \ K * ∪ {k * }.
Zanella (2019) provides conditions under which the ratios of normalising constants c k /c k −→ 1, but this time, as |K| increases. This convergence surely does not hold for k ∈ K \K * ∪{k * } and k ∈ K * ∪{k * } given that c k /c k ≈ 0. However, the conditions are realistic for the case where k, k ∈ K \ K * ∪ {k * }. In other words, as |K| increases, the relative mass of the neighbourhoods of k, k ∈ K \ K * ∪ {k * } become similar. This in turn implies that the acceptance probabilities associated to these moves k → k are 1 in the limit. As shown in Section 2.1, yielding acceptance probabilities of 1 is not enough for a proposal distribution g to be optimal. Zanella (2019) however proves that informed PMF like g produce Markov chains with better mixing properties than uninformed (uniform) samplers when the probabilities vary within neighbourhoods (as shown by (3)). Therefore, if for instance at each step along some paths that lead from k(0) to k * the models have progressively higher probabilities, and in particular they have higher probabilities than their neighbours, g is expected to effectively make the chains follow these paths.
Note that when the marginal posterior of K does not concentrate, the analysis presented in the last paragraph about the ratios c k /c k and the mixing properties of g holds, but this time, on the whole domain K.
Improving the approximations
In practice, the sample size may not be large enough for the approximations to be accurate. Fortunately, there exist methods that allow to compensate for functions q k →k , q k →k and D k →k that are not sufficiently well designed. In this sense, using locations and variances of ( µ k , Σ k /n) and ( µ k , Σ k /n) in normal approximations represent a first step towards ending up with random variables distributed as π( · | k , D n ) ⊗ q k →k , starting from random variables distributed as π( · | k, D n ) ⊗ q k →k . The methods presented in Section 3.1, which are those of Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) and Andrieu et al. (2018) , allow to bridge the gap. They turn out to be useful for improving the approximations forming the model proposal distribution g as well, as explained in Section 3.2.
3.1 Improving the parameter proposal distributions 3.1.1 RJ incorporating the method of Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) For finite n, the shapes of the posteriors under Models k and k may be quite different from each other, in addition to being different from bell curves. This explains why jumping ("in one step") from the former to the latter may be difficult. Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) introduce a sequence of artificial and intermediate models that form a bridge between Models k and k , allowing to take several tinier steps instead (in the sense that the intermediate models are closer to each other). A path is followed along that bridge via inhomogeneous Markov kernels. The artificial models take the form of annealing intermediate distributions: for t = 0, . . . , T , define Philippe Gagnon
The annealing distributions above are called geometric annealing distributions in Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) . Another choice of distributions is presented in that paper. We present only geometric annealing distributions here because they seem to be the most practical.
It is generally impossible to sample from ρ (t) k →k which is why Markov kernels K (t) k →k that are reversible with respect to ρ (t) k →k are used to generate the path from Model k to Model k . We now present in Algorithm 1 the RJ incorporating the method of Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) . In Step 2.(b), the path can be generated through (
It is simply a question of which choice is the most practical. Note that Algorithm 1 corresponds to regular RJ when T = 1; no path is generated in Step 2.(b).
Algorithm 1 RJ incorporating the method of Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013)
set the next state of the chain to (k ,
3. Go to Step 1.
The authors explain that the product in (6), that we denote by
represent a consistent estimator of π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ) as T −→ ∞. This implies that α RJ2 −→ α marginal defined in (2) as T −→ ∞. In fact, it is proved in Gagnon and Doucet (2019) that under regularity conditions the Markov chain associated with Algorithm 1 converges weakly to that of the RJ which is able to sample from π( · | k, D n ) for all k with acceptance probabilities α marginal , as T −→ ∞ for fixed n. In other words, increasing T yields proposals with distributions closer and closer to π( · | k , D n ), even when the latter is not normal. Note that the weak convergence in that case is not in probability because the target is considered non-random (contrarily to the framework in which Theorems 1 and 2 are stated). Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) prove that under two conditions Algorithm 1 is valid, in the sense that the target distribution is an invariant distribution. These conditions are the following.
Symmetry condition: For t = 1, . . . , T − 1 the pairs of transition kernels K (t) k →k ( · , · ) and K (T −t) k →k ( · , · ) satisfy
Reversibility condition: For t = 1, . . . , T − 1, and for any (x k , u k →k ) and (x k , u k →k ),
As mentioned in Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) , (8) is verified if for all t, K (t) k →k ( · , · ) and K (T −t) k →k ( · , · ) are MH kernels sharing the same proposal distributions. We recommend to use MALA (Metropolis adjusted Langevin, Roberts and Rosenthal (1998) ) proposals whenever this is possible; see Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) for other examples. We present in Section 4 a procedure to automatically tune the scaling parameter of the MALA within this context.
The other additional input that needs to be specified is T . In fact, to run the algorithm we need to specify a value for each couple (k, k ); we thus define T k,k to be the value for the couple (k, k ). Typically, they are all set to the same value T to simplify the problem, as done in Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) . This may be sub-optimal when the model space is large. In this paper, we instead use a value T k,k specific to each couple (k, k ), and we achieve this in a way that scales well with the number of models. We explain in this section how to specify T k,k for given (k, k ), and present in Section 4 how we proceed for the collection {T k,k }.
In Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) , it is explained that one should expect by gradually increasing T k,k to observe at the beginning a steady increase in the quality of the approximations translating into an increase of the acceptance probabilities towards α marginal defined in (2), until the samplers are close enough to the limiting RJ; after this point the increase is less marked (see Figure 2 (a) ). The strategy is to find the approximate location of this point and to choose a suitable smaller value for T k,k . This may be done in two steps. Firstly, identify the value of T k,k for which the increase is most marked (which is at T k,k = 2 using the slope of the polynomial regression in Figure 2 (b) ). Secondly, determine where the rate starts to decrease (which is around T k,k = 10 in Figure 2 (b) ), implying a diminishing return, and presumably, that the asymptotic regime is reached. We recommend to set T k,k to the closest value to the middle of the interval (i.e. T k,k := (2 + 10)/2 = 6 in the example) so that there is still work to do for the method presented in the next section. Note that for the data and models on which Figures 1  and 2 are based, the normal approximations to the parameter distributions are good as the acceptance probabilities are close to the limiting value even for small values of T k,k (notice the y-axis scale in Figure 2 (a) ).
The potential benefit associated with the additional feature in Algorithm 1 (compared with vanilla RJ) certainly comes at a computational cost. As shown in Karagiannis and Andrieu (2013) , this cost may be offset by a large enough increase in effective sample size (ESS) resulting in a net increase in ESS per unit time.
3.1.2 RJ additionally incorporating the method of Andrieu et al. (2018) As mentioned in the last section, r RJ2 (see (7)) can be seen as an estimator of π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ). It seems a good idea to independently produce in parallel N paths ending with N proposals, that we denote by y (T −1,1) k , . . . , y (T −1,N) k , and therefore N estimates r RJ2 ((k,
) to average the latter for obtaining a better estimate of π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ) (we simplify the notation by omitting the subscript k, k in T k,k ). Denote this average (with simplified notation) bȳ T k,k' Acceptance probability increase (a) (b) Figure 2 . (a) Estimated probability of accepting a proposal (represented by the dots) as a function of T k,k with a polynomial regression, where g(k , k)/g(k, k ) = π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ) implying that α marginal (k, k ) = 1, and Models k and k are the same linear regressions with covariates {1, 2, 3, 6} and {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} as in Figure 1 ; (b) Estimated increase in the probability of accepting a proposal (relative to that with the smallest value for T k,k and represented by the dots) as a function of T k,k with a polynomial regression and the slope of that regression at T k,k = 2 represented by the red line Applying this method naively does however not lead to valid algorithms. The approach of Andrieu et al. (2018) exploits this averaging idea while leading to valid RJ. In fact, these authors present a general method that can be used in a broad range of sampling situations (not only when using RJ).
We now present in Algorithm 2 the RJ additionally incorporating the method of Andrieu et al. (2018) .
No additional assumptions to those presented in Section 3.1.1 are required to guarantee that Algorithm 2 is valid. Andrieu et al. (2018) prove that increasing N decreases the asymptotic variance of the Monte Carlo estimates produced by RJ incorporating their approach. It is expected that increasing N (as increasing T in the last section) leads to a steady increase in the quality of the approximations until the samplers are close enough to the limiting RJ. Therefore the same strategy as in the last section to find the approximate location of the threshold may be applied. We recommend in this case to set N to the value for which the rate starts to decrease (see Figure 2 ). In this paper, we in fact use a value that we denote by N k,k specific to each couple (k, k ). We present in Section 4 how we proceed for specifying the collection of values {N k,k }.
An advantage of the approach presented in this section is that the additional computational cost (over Algorithm 1) is negligible considering that one can generate the N k,k proposals y (T −1,1) k , . . . , y
)) in parallel, requiring essentially the same amount of time as generating one proposal and computing one estimate.
Improving the model proposal distribution
We have seen in Section 3.1.2 thatr(k, k ) and the ratios r RJ2 forming it are estimators of π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ). They can thus be used to enhance the approximation π(k | D n )/ π(k | D n ) in g(k, k ), in the case where the neighbourhoods are smaller than the model domain (Section 2.2). We focus on improving the approximations in this case rather than in the case where the neighbourhoods are equal to the domain, as in the latter π(k | D n ) may be adjusted after trial runs given that the size of K is typically small. Philippe Gagnon 
set the next state of the chain to (k , y (T −1,1) k ). Otherwise, set it to (k, x k ).
Go to
Step 1.
If we want to enhance the PMF g(k, · ), we need to improve π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ) for all l ∈ N(k) as these are all involved in the construction of the PMF. Also, once the proposal for the model to explore next k is generated, we need to do the same for g(k , · ) given that this PMF comes into play in the computation of the acceptance probabilities (see, e.g., Algorithm 2). We thus need parameter proposals y (T −1,1) l , . . . , y (T −1,N) l for all Models l ∈ N(k), and also for all models belonging to N(k ), which will be denoted by z (T −1,1) s , . . . , z (T −1,N) s , s ∈ N(k ) (we simplify the notation by omitting the subscript k, k in T k,k and N k,k ). The ratios r RJ2 are next computed.
There are several ways to combine these ratios with π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ) (or π(s | D n )/ π(k | D n )) to improve the estimation of π(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) (or π(s | D n )/π(k | D n )). We define the improved version of the PMF g as follows to reflect this flexibility:
whereπ k is the normalising constant, being a function aiming at putting together the information whose choice is discussed below. Note thatπ(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) is in fact an estimator of π(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) and a function of x (0) k , y (T −1,1) l , . . . , y (T −1,N) l additionally to k and l; we used this notation to simplify and make the connection with π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ).
Algorithm 3 includes the idea of improving π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ) using ratios r RJ2 in a valid way (as indicated by Proposition 1 below). It is noticed that the computations for the two main steps (Steps 2.(i) and 2.(ii)) can be performed in parallel. The computation time is thus roughly doubled compared to that for Steps 2.(b-i) and 2.(b-ii) in Algorithm 2. The main drawback of Algorithm 3 is that it requires to perform the computations for g imp. (k , · ) even when k = k. This is because 
set the next state of the chain to (k , y (T −1, j * ) k ). Otherwise, set it to (k, x k ). . Compute g imp. (k , · ) using the same estimates as in the first part for approximating π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ). If
2.(ii)
Go to Step 1.
Proposition 1. Under the two assumptions presented in Section 3.1.1, (8)-(9), Algorithm 3 is valid.
Proof. See Section 7.
It is natural to setπ(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) to 1 when l = k. This implies that we in fact do not need to generate proposals for Model k in the first parts of Steps 2.(i) and 2.(ii). If k k, they do not need to be generated at all. Also, in the second parts of Steps 2.(i) and 2.(ii), it is not required to generate proposals for s = k for the same reason. Philippe Gagnon
The function in (10) specifies the way the information is combined. It may be set for instance to the simple average:π
One may alternatively take the average of π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ) andr(k, l):
These reflect a choice of putting more or less weight on π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ). We know that if T and N are large enough thenr(k, l) is close to π(l | D n )/π(k | D n ), which may not be the case for π(l | D n )/ π(k | D n ) when n is not sufficiently large. The latter ratio may thus act as outlying/conflicting information against which these averages above are not robust. A robust approach consists in setting to be the median of π
). We recommend this approach and use it in our numerical examples.
Furthermore, as T, N −→ ∞,π(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) −→ π(l | D n )/π(k | D n ) when the median or (11) is used (recall the properties of r RJ2 andr mentioned in Section 3.1), for fixed n. Therefore, if the function h is such that h(x) = x h(1/x) for x > 0, then the acceptance probabilities in Algorithm 3 converge towards 1 ∧c k /c k , wherec k andc k are the limiting normalising constants with
In fact, the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 1 in Gagnon and Doucet (2019) allows to prove that the Markov chain associated with Algorithm 3 converges weakly for fixed n to that of an ideal RJ which has access to the posterior probabilities π(k | D n ) and is able to sample from the conditional distributions π( · | k, D n ) (and for which the acceptance probabilities are 1∧c k /c k ), with its good mixing properties as discussed in Section 2.2.
Implementation
Several authors (see, e.g., Green (2003) ) mentioned that informed RJ samplers may be problematic when it is require to gather information for each model before running them, because this is infeasible for large (or infinite) model spaces. We explain in this section that, for the samplers presented so far, the information gathering can be done on the fly as the chains reach new models. This strategy is often more efficient and can in fact make the implementation of informed RJ samplers possible, even if the model space is large or infinite, provided that the posterior probabilities concentrate on a reasonable number of models (in the sense that the number of different models visited during algorithm runs is on average reasonable). When the probabilities concentrate on few models, this implementation strategy is expected to be highly effective as the information required for model switches and parameter updates will essentially be gathered in practice only for these few models.
To start running Algorithm 3, for instance, several inputs may seem to be required, like π(k | D n ), µ k , and Σ k for all k ∈ K. The estimates µ k are typically maximisers of likelihood functions or posterior densities and π(k | D n ) and Σ k are based on them. It is thus actually unnecessary to compute all of them Philippe Gagnon beforehand; during a run the computations may be done on the fly as the chain reaches new models, and the estimates may be stored to be reused next time the models are visited. The reason why is because these maximisers are independent of the chain path; they are the same whether they are computed before or at the same time the algorithm is running. This is the key idea. The current state may even be used to identify starting points for the optimisers as the output is in theory independent.
The same principle may be applied for identifying suitable values for T k,k and N k,k . One may generate several parameter proposals for Model k from µ k , this for several values for T k,k to find a suitable one according to the strategy presented in Section 3.1.1. There is no need to generate parameter proposals for Model k from µ k as the process is reversible. If MALA is used to generate the paths, its step size k,k is tuned at the same time. We recommend to apply the following procedure (assuming that a grid {T min k,k , . . . , T max k,k } has been prespecified for the values to try) that can be executed using parallel computing.
For each T k,k ∈ {T min k,k , . . . , T max k,k }: 1. Tune the value of k,k so that the acceptance rate is around 0.55. Denote by start k,k an identified value.
2. Generate a grid around start k,k : { 1 k,k , . . . , j 0 k,k := start k,k , . . . , L k,k }, where L is a positive integer. 3. For each j k,k , generate several parameter proposals for Model k from µ k . For each of these proposals, evaluate the total squared distance TSD :=
k →k ) 2 2 , and compute the acceptance probability according to (6) with g(k, · ) and g(k , · ) set as in Section 2.2. 4. Identify the value * k,k associated to the largest average TSD and estimate the probability of accepting a proposal using the data collected at the previous step to identify a suitable value for T k,k .
Once this is done, the same strategy (except the k,k part) may be applied to identify a suitable value for N k,k using * k,k and the selected value for T k,k , as explained in Section 3.1.2. Note that, instead of starting all the paths from µ k in Step 3, one may use different starting points obtained by sequentially applying parameter update steps with µ k as starting value to diversify the sample and robustify the selected values for T k,k and N k,k . Again, the idea is to store and reuse these values (in this case, of * k,k , T k,k and N k,k ).
If HMC is used to update the parameters, the step sizes and trajectory lengths can also be tuned on the fly. In our numerical examples, we use the step sizes identified by RStan (with the option static HMC) and tune the trajectory lengths by trying several values on a grid. The merit of each trajectory length is evaluated via its associated ESS. Also, if HMC is used, the momentum needs to be refreshed. Theoretically, we may consider that a momentum refreshment is performed every odd iteration, and that the algorithms proceed as in Algorithms 1, 2 or 3 for instance every even iteration. Also, we need (in theory) to add or withdraw momentum variables when switching models. In practice, we do not have to proceed in this way. Given that momentum variables are only required when updating the parameters, we may generate them only when it is known that a parameter update is proposed (i.e. k = k).
per heavy-tailed distribution assumption (see Desgagné (2015) , Gagnon et al. (2017) , Gagnon et al. (2018a) , and Desgagné and Gagnon (2019) ). The rationale is that this latter assumption is more adapted to the eventual presence of outliers by giving higher probabilities to extreme values. The proof of effectiveness of the approach resides in the following: the posterior distribution converges towards that based on the nonoutliers only (i.e. excluding the outliers) as the outliers move further and further away from the bulk of the data. This theoretical result corresponds to a concept in Bayesian statistics called whole robustness. As explained in these papers cited above, the models have built-in robustness that resolve conflicts due to contradictory information in a sensitive way. It takes full consideration of nonoutliers and excludes observations that are undoubtedly outlying; in between these two extremes, it balances and bounds the impact of possible outliers, reflecting the uncertainty about the nature of these observations.
In Gagnon et al. (2018a) , the convergence is proved within the most general linear regression framework, encompassing analysis of variance and covariance (ANOVA and ANCOVA), and variable selection. In this section, we apply the methodology presented in the previous sections to sample from a joint posterior distribution of robust linear regressions and their parameters. The data analysed are the same prostate cancer data as in Figure 1 . RJ is required comparatively to the case where the error distribution is assumed to be a Student (West (1984) ). Using a heavy-tailed distribution like the Student only allows for partial robustness (Andrade and O'Hagan (2011) ), which may lead to regression coefficients with inflated variances, and ultimately contaminated model selection.
The super heavy-tailed distribution used is called the log-Pareto-tailed normal (LPTN). Its density matches the normal on the central part, while having log-Pareto tails. The model with the LPTN is thus expected to behave similarly to the traditional one in the absence of outliers (that latter model is known for being the benchmark in terms of efficiency in that situation). Not only that is the case in absence of outliers, but the limiting LPTN posterior distribution (as the distance between the outliers and the bulk of the data approaches infinity) is also similar to the normal posterior, but that based on the nonoutliers only. Given that the robust approach naturally gives rise to an outlier detection method, we can thus identify a "common" data set and compare the MCMC outputs to the values that we are able to explicitly compute for the normal models. That allows ensuring that there is no problem with the computer code. Note that all the details for the normal and robust models can be found in the supplementary material (Section 8). It is also proved in the supplementary material that a simple modification to a uniform prior on K prevents the Jeffreys-Lindley paradox from arising when the usual non-informative priors are used for the parameters.
The performances of the different algorithms are summarised in Table 1 and Figure 3 . The results are based on 1,000 runs of 100,000 iterations for each algorithm, with burn-ins of 10,000. The model switching acceptance rate and model visit rate are related. The former is simply the (average) acceptance rate, but computed considering only the iterations in which model switches are proposed; the latter is the (average) number of model switches in one run, reported per iteration. For both these measures, we count the number of accepted model switches, and this number is divided by either the number of proposed model switches or total number of iterations. The error reduction is the relative decrease in total variation between the empirical and true marginal posterior distributions of K, with respect to the naive RJ.
The model acceptance rate is close to 1 when the parameter proposals are approximately distributed as π( · | k, D n ) and g(k , k)/g(k, k ) ≈ π(k | D n )/π(k | D n ) (see, for instance, α RJ in (1)). As mentioned in Section 1, getting a model acceptance rate closer to 1 is in our framework a first step towards optimality. This may indeed lead to larger off-diagonal elements in the model switch transition matrix, which is better in the sense of Peskun (1973) . A higher model visit rate reflects larger off-diagonal elements. In this example, we observe that both measures are positively correlated with the error reduction. In particular, we notice that using informed proposal distributions g significantly enhances the algorithms.
In RJ with h as in Section 2.2 (but without the techniques included in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3), the designs of both the parameter proposal distributions and model proposal distribution are based on approximations whose accuracy increases as n −→ ∞. Algorithms 1 and 2 allow to bridge the gap with regard to the parameter proposal distributions while Algorithm 3 enhance the model proposals. The results show that, even if the asymptotic regime is not attained, a sample size of n = 97 is relatively large for such a robust linear regression problem with a total of nine covariates. Finally, we note that the robust linear regression analysis indicates that there are no outliers (at least no severe ones).
Discussion
In this paper, we showed that using an informed model proposal distribution contributes to the global efficiency of RJ algorithms. In particular, informed proposals are crucial when the model probabilities and parameters densities vary significantly within neighbourhoods. They vary significantly when the target concentrates as n −→ ∞. But we noticed in our numerical example that they do, even when this large sample regime is not reached. The proposed RJ show major improvement as the chains spend less iterations at the same state, comparatively to naive samplers which often try to reach low probability models and thus suffer from high-rejection rates. In particular, Algorithm 3 improving the approximations for both the model proposals and parameter proposals successfully reaches a model switching acceptance rate of 0.85 in our numerical example, which is close to the rate of 0.91 for the limiting RJ (as T k,k , N k,k −→ ∞) accepting model proposals with the same rate as a marginal sampler for K having access to π(k | D n ). Yet, the proposed samplers are reversible which allows them to return to recently visited models often. The next step in this line of research of trans-dimensional samplers for non-nested model selection is to propose sampling schemes which do not suffer from this diffusive behaviour, but instead induce persistent movement in the model indicator. Philippe Gagnon for any k and measurable set A, where P(Z k,n ∈ A) and P(Z k,ideal ∈ A) are computed using the conditional distributions given that K = k. Using the triangle inequality, we have that
We now show that both absolute values converge towards 0 in probability which will allow to conclude by Slutsky's theorem and monotonicity of probabilities. We first have that
by Assumption 1 and the fact that P(Z k,n ∈ A) ≤ 1. Using now thatπ(k) ≤ 1, we have that
in probability, by Assumption 2, where A n is the set A after applying the inverse transformation to retrieve the original random variables, and ϕ(x k ; µ k , Σ k /n) is the density of a normal with mean and variance of µ k and Σ k /n, respectively, evaluated at x k . Note that in the last inequality, we used that A n ⊆ R d k .
2. Use P n and P ideal to denote the transition kernels of {(K, Z K ) n (m) : m ∈ N} and {(K, Z K ) ideal (m) : m ∈ N}, respectively. These are such that
as n −→ ∞ for all φ ∈ BL, where BL denotes the set of bounded Lipschitz functions.
We have that
where we considered for simplicity that the ideal (nonstandardised) RJ is such that q k →k := N( µ k , Σ k /n) and D k →k such that y k := u k →k . The proof is similar for the other cases.
By definition,
which is constant with respect to (k, z k ).
We also have that P n ((k, z k ), (k , y k )) := π(k | D n ) ϕ(y k ; 0, Σ k ) α((k, z k ), (k , y k )) Philippe Gagnon
where in this case
Therefore,
using the triangle inequality.
We now show that both terms on the right-hand side (RHS) in (12) converge towards 0 in probability which will allow to conclude by Slutsky's theorem and monotonicity of probabilities. Firstly,
using Jensen's inequality and the fact that there exists a positive constant M such that |φ| ≤ M in the first inequality, and the triangle inequality in the second one. Again, we show that each of the last two terms converges in probability towards 0. We start by the second term:
The second term is seen to converges towards 0 in probability by Assumption 1 and Slutsky's theorem. For the first term, we extract a subsequence {n j : j ∈ N} such that Σ n j k −→ Σ k almost surely. This implies that for all y k , f n j (y k ) := ϕ(y k ; 0, Σ n j k ) −→ f (y k ) := ϕ(y k ; 0, Σ k ) almost surely, which in turn implies that | f n j − f | −→ 0 (Scheffé's lemma) almost surely. That allows to show that the first term converges towards 0 in probability.
We now return to the first term at the RHS of the last inequality in (13). It is equal to (up to the constant M) k,k |α((k, z k ), (k , y k )) − 1| π K,Z K (k, z k | D n ) π(k | D n ) ϕ(y k ; 0, Σ k ) dy k dz k .
Define the set A such that on this set α ≤ 1. On A c , the integral is exactly 0. On A, it is equal to
using the definition of α and next the triangle inequality and that A ⊆ R d k × R d k . We show that the first term converges towards 0 in probability. The proof is similar for the second one. We have that
using again the triangle inequality. The first term is equal to k | π(k | D n ) − π(k | D n )|, which converges in probability towards 0 by Assumption 1 and Slutsky's theorem. For the second term we first use that |ϕ(z k ; 0, Σ k ) − ϕ(z k ; 0, Σ k )| dz k converges in probability towards 0 as explained previously. Therefore, we deal with a a sum of integrals |ϕ(x k ; µ k , Σ k /n)−π(x k | k, D n )| dx k after a change of variable. This is seen to converge towards 0 in probability by Assumption 2.
The second term on the RHS in (12) converges towards 0 in probability following the same arguments. The second condition is thus verified.
3. The transition kernel P ideal is such that P ideal φ(k, z k ) is continuous in (k, z k ) for any φ ∈ C b (the set of continuous bounded functions).
In our case, it has been seen that P ideal φ(k, z k ) is constant with respect to (k, z k ). This concludes the proof.
Lemma 1. Under Assumption 1, |g(k, k ) − g ideal (k, k )| converges in probability towards 0 as n −→ ∞, for g(k, k ) and g ideal (k, k ) defined in Section 2.2 and for all k, k .
Proof of Lemma 1. We consider two cases.
1.π(k) > 0. In this case, using Slutsky's theorem, it suffices to show that
in probability for any k, k as h is continuous and c k , c ideal k are finite sums of h applied to ratios like those in (14) . (14) holds as a result of Assumption 1 and Slutsky's theorem.
2.π(k) = 0. Consider that π(k | D n ) > 0 for all k, for finite n. This is usually the case in practice.
We simply define g ideal (k, k ) as the limit (in probability) of
Proof of Proposition 1. We prove the result for the case T k,k := 1 (without annealing intermediate distributions), to simplify; the general case is proved similarly. We prove that the probability to reach the state {k } × {y k ∈ A k }, from {k} × {x k ∈ A k }, is equal to the probability of the reverse move. We denote by P the Markov kernel. We thus prove that
Note that we abused notation by denoting the measures associated with the kernel dy k or dx k because a group of vectors u ( j) l →s are used in the transition and they are not of the same dimension as y k and x k . The vector u ( j) l →s := u (0, j) l →s is used here to denote the j-th auxiliary vector that makes the j-th proposal y ( j) s := y (0, j) s , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We now introduce notation to improve readability. We define three joint densities that are used to enhance the approximations when Step 2.(i) is applied to generate the proposal:
The densitiesq k →N(k)\{k } andq k →k together represent the joint density of the random variables generated in the first part of Step 2.(i). The densityq k →N(k )\{k} represents the joint density of the random variables generated in the second part of Step 2.(i). We now define three joint densities that are used to enhance the approximations when Step 2.(ii) is applied to generate the proposal:
The densitiesq k →N(k)\{k } andq k →k together represent the joint density of the random variables generated in the first part of Step 2.(ii). The densityq k →N(k )\{k} represents the joint density of the random variables generated in the second part of Step 2.(ii). We have that
where P(rejection | (k, x k )) is the rejection probability given that the current state is (k, x k ). Note that we considered that in Step 2.(ii) we set uniformly at random the index of the proposal. This is however Philippe Gagnon in practice not important (which is why in Section 3.2 we set it to be 1) because of the form of the acceptance ratio. Note also that we use the notationr(k, k , x k ,ū k →k ) to be clear about which variables is involved. The probability of reaching the state {k } × {y k ∈ A k }, from {k} × {x k ∈ A k }, is thus given by
We now prove that the first part can be rewritten as that corresponding to Step 2.(ii) for the reverse move; the second part corresponds instead to Step 2.(i), and the last term to the probability of rejecting from (k , y k ). The first part can be rewritten as
given that
Therefore, the first term can be rewritten as
. The analysis of the second part in (15) uses the same arguments. Finally, the third part in (15) can be rewritten as
which concludes the proof.
Supplementary material
We present in Section 8.1 all the details to compute estimates for the normal linear regression model. These are followed in Section 8.2 by the required quantities to implement the MCMC algorithms for the robust linear model. In Section 8.1, we also prove that the noninformative prior used does lead to a consistent variable selection procedure.
Normal linear regression
We present in this section a result giving the precise form of the joint posterior density for the normal linear regression model. But, beforehand, we need to introduce notation. We define γ 1 , . . . , γ n ∈ R to be n data points from the dependent variable. We denote the full design matrix containing n observations from all covariates by C ∈ R n×p , where p is a positive integer. For simplicity, we refer to the first column of C as the first covariate even if, as usual, it is a column of 1's. The design matrix associated with Model k whose columns form a subset of C is denoted by C k , with lines denoted by c T i,k . We use d k to denote the number of covariates in Model k; we therefore slightly abuse notation given that the number of parameters for Model k is d k + 1 (one regression coefficient per covariate plus the scale parameter of the error term).
As typically done in linear regression, we assume that the covariates are fixed and known; the random quantities are γ 1 , . . . , γ n and the parameters. The former are random through random errors 1,K , . . . , n,K ∈ R and models as follows:
where β K is the random vector containing the regression coefficients of Model K. We finally assume that 1,K , . . . , n,K and β K are n + 1 conditionally independent random variables given (K, σ K ), with σ K > 0 being the scale parameter of the errors of Model K. The conditional density of i,K is given by i,K | K, σ K , β K d = i,K | K, σ K d ∼ (1/σ K ) f ( i,K /σ K ), i = 1, . . . , n.
The precise form of the posterior density of K, β K , σ K given γ n := (γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) T is given in Proposition 2.
given the similarity of the latter with the normal except in the tails leading to similar posteriors (as explained in Section 5).
Consider two distinct models: Models j and s. The ratio of the posterior probabilities of these two models is given by (see Proposition 2) π( j | γ n ) π(s | γ n ) = Γ( ( 
The difference between the Bayesian information criterion (BIC, Schwarz (1978) ) of Models j and s is given by BIC j − BIC s = n log γ n − γ j 2 2 /n + (d j + 1) log n − n log γ n − γ s 2 2 /n − (d s + 1) log n = n log
Given that the first ratio on the RHS of (17) converges to 1 as n −→ ∞, we have that exp{−(BIC j − BIC s )/2} asymptotically behaves like the first term on the RHS of (17). The terms γ n − γ j 2 2 /n d j /2 on the RHS in (17) converge towards a constant (in n). All terms on the second row on the RHS in (17) are thus asymptotically constant. Therefore, if the prior on K is set to π(k) ∝ |C T k C k | 1/2 /n d k /2 , the product in the third row on the RHS in (17) is equal to 1. Consequently, π( j | γ n )/π(s | γ n ) −→ ∞ whenever exp{−(BIC j − BIC s )/2} −→ ∞, and π( j | γ n )/π(s | γ n ) −→ 0 whenever exp{−(BIC j − BIC s )/2} −→ 0. In other words, the Bayesian variable selection procedure associated with the normal linear regression framework described above is consistent (in the same sense as Casella et al. (2009) ) whenever BIC is consistent, which is the case under regularity conditions (see, e.g., Chib and Kuffner (2016) ). If the "true" model is among the models considered, then its posterior probability converges to 1 as n increases. We set the prior accordingly in the numerical examples.
When the covariates are orthonormal, |C T k C k | 1/2 = |nI d k | 1/2 = n d k /2 (if the standardisation has been performed using a standard deviation in which the divisor is n). The prior on K can thus be seen as a relative adjustment of the volume spanned by the columns of C T K C K . We work on the log scale for the scale parameters so that all the parameters take values on the real line, and presumably, are closer to having normal distributions. We thus define η k := log σ k . The associated conditional distribution is given by To implement the algorithms, we need to identify maximisers of the conditional posterior densities. This is achieved easily using Proposition 2 and the conditional density of η k : We also need to identify the Fisher information matrix:
which implies that
We thus set q k →k := N(( β k , η k ), I −1 ( β k , η k )) and D k →k such that y k := u k →k in the RJ.
To use the annealing distributions in the algorithms, we work with the log densities; therefore we simply multiply log π( · | k, γ n ) by 1 − t/T and log π( · | k , γ n ) by t/T to obtain log ρ (t) k →k . To use MALA proposals, we however need to compute the gradient of log ρ (t) k →k . We now do that (the proportional sign "∝" is with respect to everything that are not the parameters and their proposals):
where we omitted the superscript "(t)" for the variables to simplify. Therefore, ∂ ∂β k log π(x (t) k | k, − 2n(t/T )(η k − η k ).
